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RACING APPEALS TRIBUNAL 
 

RAT 5/21 
 
DATE OF HEARING: THURSDAY 17 JUNE 2021 

 
 
TRIBUNAL:  PRESIDENT:  MR T ANDERSON, QC 
 
   ASSESSOR:   MR J LETTS 
 
IN ATTENDANCE: 

CHAIR OF STEWARDS, THOROUGHBRED RACING SA LTD:
 MR J PETZER  

 
   APPELLANT:  MR SAIRYN FAWKE 
 
 
IN THE MATTER of an Appeal by MR SAIRYN FAWKE against a decision of 
Thoroughbred Racing SA Ltd Stewards. 
 
BREACH OF RULE:  AR 131(a) 
 
A rider must not, in the opinion of the Stewards:  
 
(a) engage in careless, reckless, improper, incompetent or foul riding;  

 
PENALTY:   SUSPENSION OF LICENCE TO RIDE FOR 3 RACE DAYS  
 
 

DETERMINATION 
 

Mr Sairyn Fawke is a licensed jockey in South Australia.   
 
This appeal arises from an incident involving Mr Fawke at about the 1400 metre mark in 
Race 1 at Murray Bridge on 22 May 2021. 
 
As a result of the incident Mr Fawke was suspended by the Stewards for three meetings 
for careless riding.  
 
He now appeals against the penalty and conviction. 
 
Mr Fawke, who was leading the race at the time, was adamant that he had no part to 
play in the incident.   
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He attributed blame to Mr Todd Pannell, who was riding a horse which came from 
towards the rear of the field and went past Mr Fawke’s horse crossing over to the 
running rail thus taking the lead.   
 
Mr Fawke maintains that Mr Pannell was not two lengths clear when crossing over and 
this forced him to move to his outside to avoid the heels of Mr Pannell’s mount. 
 
The Tribunal spent a considerable amount of time analysing the vision of the race from 
various angles. 
 
The vision tends to confirm that Mr Pannell was probably not two lengths clear, but it 
was certainly more than one length, and Mr Pannell’s horse was going away from 
Mr Fawke’s mount. 
 
The Tribunal is of the view that Mr Pannell did not impede the progress of Mr Fawke’s 
horse. 
 
Once overtaken by Mr Pannell, Mr Fawke then moved to his outside and took the 
running line of the horse ridden by Ms Jordsjo who at that time was travelling to his 
outside.   
 
Ms Jordsjo was entitled to maintain her line, and Mr Fawke continued to intrude on to it. 
 
The Stewards found that Mr Fawke took the running of the horse ridden by Ms Jordsjo, 
and the Tribunal agrees. 
 
The Stewards made the finding that Ms Jordsjo was hampered and taken wider as a 
result of the careless riding of Mr Fawke. 
 
As I have said, the vision of the race from all angles bears out the description of the 
incident given by the Stewards. 
 
Mr Fawke maintained before the Tribunal that Mr Pannell was to blame and went as far 
as suggesting that Mr Pannell should have been the subject of the inquiry. 
 
Having seen the vision of the incident several times, the Tribunal is of the view that 
there was no contributing factor from Mr Pannell’s riding and that Mr Fawke was guilty 
of careless riding contrary to Rule AR.131(a). 
 
As to penalty, the Stewards found that Mr Fawke’s riding record was reasonably good, 
although he had been suspended a few times in the past six months for careless riding.  
He had been suspended on each occasion for three meetings.  Since his last 
suspension, he had ridden 295 times. 
 
The Stewards said at page 12 of the Stewards Inquiry held on the day of the incident,  
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“Stewards have considered the matter of penalty in relation to that incident in race 1 
where we found you guilty of careless riding.  In the circumstances, the Stewards 
consider that having regard for the extent, your degree of carelessness, rather the 
consequences suffered by Anna Jordsjo, and your record, that a suspension of your 
licence to ride in races for a period of three race dates is appropriate.” 
 
In the view of the Tribunal, the suspension of three meetings, after taking into account 
the matters mentioned by the Stewards, is the correct penalty.  The appeal is dismissed 
on both grounds, namely, the conviction and penalty.  
 
 I order the refund of the applicable portion of the bond lodged on the appeal. 
 


